sense from a point of SEO, but can be rather useful to connect posts in a good way and display related content to a
particular post. remove the words “Category Archives” but retain the category name. 2. nichelle012. 5 years. Category
Archives. 4. kokkieh. 6 years. Category archives alignment issue (posts and widgets)- Hemingway Rewritten theme. 4.
nizamilputra. 6 years. Twenty Fourteen Theme Featured Content Grid/ Category Archives/Grid Layout. 2. thesacredpath.
For every category, tag and custom taxonomy, WordPress automatically generates an archive that lists each post
associated with that taxonomy, in reverse chronological order. The system works really well if you organize your blog posts
with categories and tags. If you have a complex system of organizing custom post types with custom taxonomies, then it
might not be ideal. We’ll go over the many ways to modify these archives. The first step to customizing is to know which
files in your theme are used to display the archive. I am making the category archive page with Elementor theme builder. I
shall display the category description below the category title. Here I am sharing my procedure. Adding The Short
Description. We shall add the short description to every category from Dashboard. Login to Dashboard. Navigate to Posts ->
Categories page. If you have taxonomy of a post type, you will go to taxonomies page. Add a new category or edit a
existing category. There have a description field. Enter the description. Save the content. Category and archive pages can
both become great assets or cause major issues when it comes to SEO. Learn how to approach these types of pages. Dan
Taylor July 22, 2020 6 min read. Category and archive pages have the potential to both become a great asset and a major
headache when it comes to organic search. For example, on a travel blog, a category page could be a well-structured
landing page for information around a specific topic. On an ecommerce website a landing page for specific grouped
products.